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People's mood at this time, ups and downs, a time of low, a time of heaven, ye Chen is firm and serious 

said: "no matter how many star lake, I will find for Wei Ying Lianshen Guqi." 

 

Ren Fanfan looks at Wei Ying, who is still in a coma, but in great pain. 

 

He does have a magic power, which can break through the limitation and locate Guqi directly and 

accurately, but it's too risky. Gu Qi comes from the supreme world, and is closely related to the 

supreme. Once he makes a move, he will directly expose Ye Chen. 

 

And at this time, it's not the right time. 

 

Maybe the existence of Wei Ying and that cold thing is caused by Ye Chen's causal contamination. 

 

Who can tell the world clearly? 

 

"Maybe I have a way, or I can try it." 

 

In the reincarnation cemetery, the voice of the God of Xinghai rippled out. The gurgling water of the sea 

of stars is once again condensed into a throne, and the body of the sea of stars is sitting in it. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes shine with joy. It's just the right time for the rain. Where there is water, the star lake and 

star lake can't escape the capture of the God of the star sea. 

 

"Master. Please help me 

 



Ye Chen sincerely said, at this time for Wei Ying, can early lift the suppression, can less suffer a moment 

of suffering. 

 

Just for a moment, ye Chen's momentum has suddenly changed. 

 

Between the original hair color, there was a silver luster like stars, and the original air of the sea of stars 

filled his whole body. 

 

In the void, there emerges a vast picture of stars. Each star is as real as it is. It radiates the power of 

starlight, cold and strong! 

 

In a twinkling, the trickling water of the sea of stars has risen from the foot, more and more turbulent, 

and even generated a roulette. 

 

Su Mo cold and Ren special did not speak, just quietly looking at the sea of stars God use method. 

 

Shua! 

 

All the stars radiate sharp light at the same time, and the light columns crisscross, directly hitting on the 

wheel, forming a small vortex. 

 

"Chase 

 

The God of the sea of stars cried out. Between his fingers, a little silver fish swayed its tail and swam into 

the wheel. 

 

The little fish made a breathing action, and the whirlpool changed because of the little fish's action. 

Some disappeared almost instantly, some disappeared slowly, and some were more turbulent. 

 

In the end, there are only four vortices left on the whole roulette. 

 



Luo Taixu made the direction jade plate, and then handed back the control of the body. 

 

"Ye Chen, these four places are the places where the power of the sea of stars is most concentrated and 

where the aura of heaven and earth is most concentrated. If there are no four places, the person should 

not be in the realm of heaven and man." 

 

Luo Taixu confidently said, flying and elegant hair, showing his self-confidence. 

 

He is known as the God of the sea of stars. Maybe he is inferior to others in martial arts or medical skills. 

But in the field of the sea, if someone can sit on the throne of the waves! 

 

It can only be him! 

 

"Thank you, master!" 

 

Ye Chen secretly made up his mind that when he rescued Wei Ying, he must try to save Luo Taixu's real 

body! 

 

Fall too empty is still that pair of cold appearance, disdain of waved, had drilled back to reincarnation 

tombstone. 

 

"Every part of the four places reveals boundless danger, and it's not easy to get close to them." 

 

Su Mohan looks at the disappearing roulette, and Wei Ying is really dangerous. 

 

"Don't worry, senior. No matter how hard it is, at least I've got these four directions. I'm sure I can find 

Gu Qi for Wei Ying." 

 

For ye Chen, the situation is much better than before. At least he doesn't have to watch Wei Ying die 

and can't do anything. 

 



"I need to protect Wei Ying's heart every day. I'm afraid I can't go with you on this trip." 

 

Su Mohan looks at Wei Ying anxiously. Wei Ying is taught martial arts and many magical powers by her. 

Just like her, at this time, only she can help Wei Ying suppress the erosion of Bingming ancient jade. 

 

"Well. Thank you, Wei Ying. She'll do everything for you. " 

 

Ye Chen sincerely said, as long as there is Su Mo Han guarding Wei Ying, he can go to find Gu Qi. 

 

"The key to layout is coming. I also need to guard one thing. It's inconvenient for me to get too involved 

in cause and effect with you. Be careful all the way!" 

 

Ren Feifan charged that in this life, he always shoulders the mandate of the reincarnation of the Lord, as 

well as his own layout, dare not have a trace of slack. 

 

"Ye Chen understands that Wei Ying's time is running out. I can't drag it down any more now. I'll be 

ready to leave!" 

 

In a flash, ye Chen's figure will disappear in place! 

 

Ren extraordinary and Su Mo cold look at each other, all showed a knowing smile. 

 

Ren Fanfan put his hands behind him and said, "it's hard to predict the cause and effect in the world." 

 

"Ye Chen is too close to the supreme world. I don't know whether it's a good thing or a bad thing.""And 

Wei Ying, I'm afraid she's already involved in this ruthless chess game." 

 

Su Mo cold fingers pinch Jue, suddenly beautiful eyes appear a trace of accident, open a way: "I just 

quietly divination, I'm afraid to find Guqi more than us." 

 

"Ye Chen's cause and effect has touched those forces." 



 

Ren Fanfan guessed what, nodded, and then behind the void tear, nine rounds of blood month in the 

void shining! 

 

Then, Ren Fanfan's figure disappeared. 

 

The void is closed. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the hell dragon temple. 

 

In the dark dragon temple, Yu Wentai is looking at the classic books. 

 

He had an extremely dignified look. 

 

The dark dragon temple has been handed down for a long time, which has a very deep causal origin for 

the whole heaven and human world and even the supreme world. 

 

"Maybe soon!" 

 

"If you get that thing, or find that guy, I will dominate the hell dragon temple when the way of heaven 

declines!" 

 

Yu Wentai closed the classics and showed a ferocious smile. For so many years, according to the records, 

they have been looking for a alchemist Guqi who came to heaven and man from the supreme alchemist. 

 

The legendary alchemists can refine the most precious things in the world, and even beyond the law. 

There are many artifacts everywhere. If the chance is big enough, they can get the supreme things, or 

they can fly directly to the supreme world. 

 



The hell dragon temple has been in the heaven and man domain for a long time, but it can't dominate 

one side all the time. What it lacks is the magic weapon which is not inferior to Shenluo Tianjian! 

 

When Gu Qi came out of the supreme world, he carried all the treasures with him, making everyone's 

eyes hot and salivating. More importantly, when Gu Qi came to heaven and man, there was a rumor 

that he wanted to build a peerless weapon comparable to the strength of the heavenly daughter. 

 

Although it's just a rumor, it's enough to make yuwentai excited! 

 

He stood up and thought: 

 

"there are only three places left in the tens of thousands of years of investigation!" 
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Endless years of exploration, the dark dragon temple has sent countless strong people, almost the whole 

heaven and man have turned over, and finally only these three places have not been explored. 

 

Yuwentai took a deep breath. This is the last three opportunities. Whether the hell dragon temple can 

attack the first place in heaven and man, or even ascend to the supreme world, depends on whether it 

can obtain this peerless magic weapon. 

 

It's a must! 

 

Later, Yu Wentai walked into the dark dragon treasure house guarded by layers of array, even if it was to 

exchange things for things, the dark dragon temple would not hesitate! 

 

…… 

 

One day later. 



 

Ye Chen looks at the scene in front of him in disappointment, and his indifferent face is slightly lost. This 

place full of aura, but the legendary star lake has already dried up into a stream. 

 

This was the second place he was looking for according to Luo Taixu's guidance. It was really full of aura, 

which was very suitable for hermit cultivation. But the only condition, by the Xinghu Lake, had already 

disappeared, leaving only the winding streams, which seemed to Tell ye Chen that it was a lake before. 

 

"Can't give up! Hope is just around the corner! " 

 

Clench hands, ye Chen murmured softly. He knows very well that Wei Ying is still suffering. He must find 

Gu Qi. 

 

In this case, at least there is no delay! 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the void and rose from the clouds. He had disappeared again in the forest full of 

aura. 

 

A few seconds later, ye Chen obviously found something and covered his body instantly! 

 

Then, he saw several dragon shaped figures falling on the hill not far in front of Ye Chen. They looked 

down and seemed to be searching for something. 

 

They are also looking for alchemy Guqi? 

 

And from each other's clothes, it seems to come from the hell Dragon Temple! 

 

Why did the hell Dragon Temple get involved in this? 

 

Few people know the existence of Guqi! How did the hell Dragon Temple know? 

 



Below. 

 

Many people in the dark dragon temple look dignified. 

 

"The aura here is vast, but the power of Xinghu Lake is too thin. It doesn't seem to be here!" 

 

Among them, the leader of the dark dragon, shakes his head, seems to be a little disappointed, they this 

team, already don't know how long to look for, after all, nothing. 

 

Ye Chen is very happy when he hears his words. It seems that this dark dragon temple really knows 

about alchemy. Moreover, the small compass in their hands seems to be more accurate in exploring the 

power of the star lake! 

 

The hell Dragon Temple is their dead enemy. Since they take the initiative to find Gu Qi, ye Chen will not 

let them succeed! 

 

The next second, ye Chen figure disappeared, and then, suddenly shot! 

 

All of a sudden, the eight Fu Tu pagodas appear on the head of the strongman in the dark dragon temple 

in an almost brutal form. 

 

Like a pillar of light, the eight Bu Fu Tu Buddha light smashes at the strong Ming dragon. The huge 

Buddha seal draws a fluorescence on the ground! 

 

"Enemy attack 

 

It is obvious that all the powerful dark dragons have found something. At this time, they suddenly turn 

into a dark dark dark dark dark dark dragon. In a flash, they have escaped from the radiation range of 

the eight Fu Tu pagodas. 

 

At the same time, many strong people in the dark dragon temple also found Ye Chen's figure! 

 



"It's Ye Chen!" 

 

"If you kill this son, you will be rewarded by the temple master!" 

 

When enemies meet, they are very jealous! 

 

No longer hesitating, the dark dragon's giant claw of the dark dragon's strongman, with the majestic 

breath and the mighty pressure, slaps Ye Chen in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen shows an ironic smile. Since the dark dragon temple is coming, he is about to catch some dark 

dragons to learn more about alchemy. 

 

The Dragon claws are torn, the void is broken, the air flow is rotating, and hundreds of terrible black 

holes appear, each of which seems to devour the sun and the moon. 

 

"The world is vast! Walk alone! The Supreme Master said, "rise!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drinks, pulls out the evil sword, and the thousand machine seal of purple ribbon 

appears, which directly opens the way of the Supreme Master. 

 

Boom! As soon as the master of heaven's way came out, ye Chen turned into the Supreme Master of 

heaven. The dragon and the tiger roared. The sword in his hand was as sharp as electricity. The rolling 

moonlight burst, and the sword killed wildly. He cried: 

 

"cut the soul of the moon, break it for me!" 

 

Wheezing With a wave of the long sword, the light of the rolling sword comes out like the moon river, 

and the moon soul chopper bursts out in an instant with the atmosphere of dragons and tigers roaring. 

Whoa! 

 

The strongmen of the hell Dragon Temple, the huge claws raised high, were attacked by the moon soul 

chopper at this time, and they were instantly marked with a bloodstain, dripping with blood! 



 

Want to know ye Chen's actual strength, long ago today is not the past! 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen's long sword didn't take back. He waved it out again. The light of the sword cut off the vitality of 

the recent dragons! 

 

At this time, the dark dragon team has fallen apart, leaving only the strong leader to survive. 

 

"Say it! Who are you looking for in this trip? " 

 

Ye Chen's icy vision sweeps toward that dark dragon strong person, the evil spirit sword has already 

deducted in his throat! 

 

"Well! Don't waste your time"We will not disobey the hell Dragon Temple!" 

 

"Even death!" 

 

That dark dragon strong person is a bit bloody, unexpectedly direct life pounce on the Sha sword, the 

blood gradually dye, instantly die. 

 

At the same time, in this moment, a touch of Dragon Spirit came out of the ground and left quietly. 

 

Ye Chen naturally knows that he can't let the dragon's Qi leave. He stares at the dragon's Qi and says: 

"soul devouring and heaven penetrating!" 

 

A giant virtual shadow with a long sword and a flame appears in front of Ye Chen's body in a moment, 

and cuts out the dragon's Qi that looks so frightening! 

 



However! Still a step late! 

 

"Damn it 

 

Ye Chen can only take out the compass from each other's arms. The two little needles on it are shaking, 

which seems to mean something. But now that the strong is gone, he can't interpret anything from the 

compass. 

 

"Well, we can only go to the hell Dragon Temple as soon as possible to find Guqi." 

 

"I don't have much time left." 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the hell dragon temple. 

 

The ancient and gloomy palace is surrounded by countless dark, gloomy and majestic spirits. There are 

crystal dragons patrolling in the sky. The whole palace shows a vast atmosphere. 

 

The air of the dragon family flew out of the sky and fell directly into the Giant Claw of the crystal dark 

dragon. 

 

"Newspaper!" 

 

After a dragon chant, the information recorded in the dragon's spirit was sent back to the hell dragon 

temple. 

 

"What? It's the boy again 

 

Yuwenji's angry voice sent out the murderous spirit of war. 



 

Many old people have doubts on their faces one after another. They have always been very cautious in 

tracking down the alchemy of Guqi. They have never shown any sign of carelessness. At this time, how 

did this guy know? 

 

Yuwen machine brow deeply locked, this leaf Chen, how always want to cross a foot in their dark dragon 

temple thing! 

 

"This matter has been traced by the hell dragon temple for thousands of years, and we must not fall 

short of success!" 

 

Yuwentai's voice suddenly rang out. 

 

On the originally empty throne, the figure of the master of the dark dragon palace has slowly emerged. 

 

"We have paid a lot of efforts to find the ancient Qi of alchemy. No matter who it is, it can't hinder us. If 

the Lord of reincarnation hinders us again and does everything he can, he will be killed under the claws 

of the dragon 
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Many people in the dark dragon temple look at each other for a long time. They have been feuding with 

the former reincarnation Lord for a long time. They all look forward to killing Ye Chen and recapturing 

reincarnation blood. On that day, there are also the natural resources, local treasures and exotic animals 

that ye Chen revealed before! 

 

"I will obey the orders of the hall master!" 

 

They all bow their hands and shout together. They just wait for Yu Wentai's order to come out and kill 

Ye Chen. 

 



"Stand back and get ready to go at any time!" 

 

"Yes 

 

And they bowed their hands and went out. 

 

"Father..." 

 

Yuwenji step forward, go to yuwentai side, he saw the father's intention to burn the boat. 

 

"This operation must be safe. It's very important for you to fly to the world in the future. For your father, 

we can figure out that the last place is near xuanyimen." 

 

"There is a super flood and famine array blessing in Xuanyi mountain range, and the strength of Xuanyi's 

ancestor is in the middle of Taizhen period. To find Guqi, Xuanyi's ancestor is the key!" 

 

Yuwenji frowned and nodded, listening to his father's advice. 

 

"This keepsake is the keepsake that I exchanged with Xuanyi in those years. Seeing this, Xuanyi can 

promise you one thing. You should quickly find an alliance with them and let him help me to achieve my 

wish!" 

 

"Yes! I'll go at once 

 

…… 

 

A few hours later. 

 

Xuanyi mountain range. 

 



With the token, Yu Wenji successfully entered the Xuanyi gate. However, he also found that the Xuanyi 

gate was covered with white gauze, showing a touch of sadness from top to bottom, which was 

extremely strange. 

 

"Little master of the dark dragon temple!" 

 

the former leader Xuanyi walked into the temple, waved his hand and sat on the main seat. 

 

"Master Xuanyi!" Yu Wenji bowed himself and said that he was also a junior to the leader Xuanyi. He 

had done enough simple courtesy. 

 

"The little master of dark dragon doesn't know something. The leader of our sect is practicing in the 

closed door. I'll take care of all the affairs in the sect. Just call me elder Xuanhe." 

 

Hearing this, yuwenji looks strange. 

 

The leader of the Xuanyi sect has changed. They don't know anything about such a big thing. It's just 

that how can the old fox in his father's mouth be willing to surrender to others? 

 

"Oh? In this way, the little nephew will not call you uncle Xuanhe. " 

 

Yu text machine answer a voice to say, unconsciously pulled into he and Xuan he of distance. 

 

"I came here to make an alliance with xuanyimen." 

 

"Alliance?" Xuanhe had a strange expression. 

 

Yuwen machine is no nonsense, and hands out the keepsake in his hand. On the keepsake is Xuanyi's 

unique carved inscription, which is obviously the object of Laozu. 

 



Xuanhe showed a trace of strictness. After signing the slave treaty, he acted more appropriately and 

cautiously, and was extremely respectful to xuanyunxi. 

 

"I don't know what the young master means?" 

 

"At that time, Xuanyi and his father also made an alliance. Seeing this, they could promise it. At this 

time, we need xuanyimen's help to help us find the ancient Qi of alchemy. " 

 

"Looking for someone." 

 

Xuanhe pinched his beard. It didn't seem difficult, but if it wasn't, why did the hell Dragon Temple 

bother to find an alliance. 

 

"Of course, after the completion of the event, I will not let the elder of xuanyimen go to great trouble in 

the dark dragon temple. Naturally, there will be treasures to send." 

 

Hearing this, Xuanhe nodded: "since it's the promise of our ancestors, we Xuanyi will help you." 

 

At this time, a graceful figure came in from outside the hall. It was xuanyunxi! 

 

At the moment, the xuanyunxi breath is strong to the extreme! There is even a hint of supreme power! 

 

Xuanyunxi naturally heard yuwenji and Xuanhe's words, she naturally didn't have too many opinions, all 

this is just a little help, and she didn't want to let grandfather break his promise. 

 

"Who is this?" 

 

Yuwenji obviously didn't realize that this young woman was the new leader of xuanyimen. 

 

"This is the new leader of our Xuanyi school and the only granddaughter of our ancestors." 



 

Yu Wenji was surprised that his accomplishments were already one of the few in his generation. At this 

time, the woman in front of him was not inferior to his accomplishments. Even in the arrogance, there 

was the arrogance of the superior. 

 

It seems that this xuanyimen is not so simple. It has been hidden for so many years, and there are so 

many evildoers in it! 

 

"Thank you, leader Yunxi!" 

 

Yuwenji was even ready for the sincerity of alliance, but unexpectedly, the negotiation was completed 

so soon. 

 

"You're welcome." Xuanyunxi coldly said that since her blood power has evolved again, the road of 

practice is fast. Even if she is given enough time, she can even approach the realm of her grandfather's 

cultivation. 

 

Xuanhe and other elders also know the overall situation, and all of them put away the rebellious heart, 

but xuanyunxi, as she said, did not pursue anything that day, and even handed over the power of the 

leader to Xuanhe, and he concentrated on cultivation!"Since we have formed an alliance, I don't want to 

say much. We have been looking for the ancient Qi of refining gods in the dark dragon temple for a long 

time. Not long ago, my father pushed the performance to a place hundreds of miles away from 

xuanyimen, and there is the last place of star lake. I also asked leader Yunxi to help me push the specific 

location of the performance with the help of your clan's things!" 

 

Xuanyunxi nodded, and a trace of water was twined in his hand. A classic with brilliant light had been 

created out of thin air. 

 

It's Xuantian Heart Sutra! 

 

Yuwen machine at this time is to pull out a dragon scale, throw to Xuantian Heart Sutra. 

 

Xuantian Heart Sutra shining slowly on the dragon scale, strong supreme breath, showing a red hot 

luster, baked a drop of blood on the dragon scale. 



 

At this time, xuanyunxi left hand, condensation of a side of the water disc, is the blood gathered among 

them. 

 

"Supreme gods, give me immortal blessing!" 

 

"What the gods say is truth!" 

 

"What the gods point to is the position!" 

 

Bursts of mysterious mantra, from xuanyunxi mouth issued. 

 

The waves rolled in the disc of the water system, and then, when it was quiet, a water curtain was 

formed. In the water curtain, we saw some people farming. Behind them was a large area of star lake. 

 

"Found it!" 

 

Yuwen machine heart a joy, excited said. 

 

"It seems much easier than I thought. I never thought that such existence was hidden in the Xuanyi 

mountain range." Xuanyunxi nodded, and directly moved the water curtain to yuwenji's hand, turning it 

into a smooth crystal pearl. 

 

"Please help me." Yuwenji also said. 

 

Xuanyun Xi beautiful eyes a coagulation, nodded: "in this case, it's not too late, we'll start." 

 

She didn't want to have too much cause and effect with the dark dragon temple. If it wasn't for her 

grandfather's cause and effect, she might have refused. 

 



Right now, it's the best way to finish it as soon as possible. 

 

…… 

 

Soon, xuanyimen and the dark dragon temple have gone to the place where xuanyunxi divined. The void 

is broken, leaving a boundless black hole. 

 

The land of Xinghu Lake, with its mountains and rivers, is full of immortal spirit, aura, rosy clouds and 

elegant aura. 

 

A group of farmers are doing farm work in full swing, as if this is not heaven and man, or a common 

world. 
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In a flash! 

 

Dozens of figures have already stood on the border, but no one has taken another step. 

 

Because there is a blazing array of light standing outside the peaceful Xinghu Lake. 

 

The whole light array is shrouded with scarlet seal runes. 

 

Every Rune erupts with a devastating energy of terror. 

 

Yuwen machine palm into a dragon shape, gently covered above. As if there are tens of millions of stars 

burst out at the same time, the whole light array is surging up, fierce and hot flame disaster gas, 

continuous impact, boiling heat wave, surging. 

 



"What a strong seal!" 

 

Yuwenji looks dignified, quickly back, has incarnated dragon body, resist the attack of seal fire. 

 

"This is the real fire source gas comparable to the fire of Taoist spirit." Xuanyunxi said solemnly. As 

yuwenji said, they are here to find Guqi, the real fire source gas, which should be used by Guqi. 

 

"So how do we get in?" 

 

Xuanhe asked in a muffled voice, for this alchemy, Xuanyi's understanding is far less than that of the 

dark dragon temple. At this time, it still depends on yuwenji. 

 

Yuwenji looked at the blazing array of light, there was no good way for a moment, but in any case, since 

there was the array of light to block it, it showed that their dark dragon temple finally found the location 

of alchemy in this last chance! 

 

"I'll try some points first. If I can't, I'll have to make a strong attack!" Yuwen machine serious way. 

 

Xuanyunxi also nodded. In her opinion, there was no good way. It was just a strong attack. The other 

side had only one supreme refining Protoss. Refining gods existed and refining weapons were invincible. 

But in terms of combat effectiveness, I'm afraid it's not enough to mention. 

 

"Yuwenji is in the lower hell dragon temple. I'm here to meet the master of alchemy!" 

 

Once, twice, three times! 

 

Yuwenji's loud voice yelled outside the light array. 

 

The people busy farming in the light array turned a deaf ear, and no one responded! 

 

"Please look at the face of my dark dragon temple, and let me come to see you!" 



 

"It's very important. I can't do it. I'll have to disturb you!" 

 

Yuwen machine does not intend to continue to consume, now the most important thing is to see 

alchemy Guqi! 

 

The next second, he exchanged eyes with xuanyunxi. At the same time, they attacked the light array 

fiercely! 

 

Boom! 

 

A loud noise, burst out of endless waves, the dark dragon temple and xuanyimen a group of strong 

people are back hundreds of meters. 

 

We can see how terrible this battle is! 

 

Even if it's too true, it's impossible for the strong to be intact under the attack of two people! 

 

"Who's the one who's running wild in the land of my star lake?" 

 

The farming people in the light array, at this time, finally put a trace of anger on their faces. The farming 

things in their hands turned into huge double chopping swords, and they looked at Yu Wenji and his 

party with a sense of killing. 

 

Moreover, the light array, which is difficult for yuwenji to overcome, has no obstacle to this group of 

people. They come out of the light array one by two, holding double chopping swords, glaring at each 

other, with endless killing intention surging! 

 

This is their mission! 

 

"They can hear it." Xuanyun Xisi cableway, this group of people are now forced to come out to compete 

with them. 



 

Yuwen machine step out, quite polite arch hand way: "junior no offense, this time just want to see Guqi 

elder!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a cold voice came: "there is no alchemy here! There's no Guqi! Leave at once 

 

Xuanyunxi see this, then stand back a step, she is just to help, such reasoning things, or by yuwenji 

himself. 

 

What's more, she has already done what she should do, which can be regarded as repaying the cause 

and effect left by her grandfather in those years. 

 

…… 

 

"Ladies and gentlemen, why do you have to be so far away?" Yuwen machine is a good temper said, 

"you might as well help me to inform a, if Guqi elder don't want to see me, junior never disturb!" 

 

"Well! If you don't go away, you will be buried here as a fire talisman guarding the array! " The cold 

voice sounded again! 

 

Obviously, this is a group of guardians. Moreover, are these pieces of fire talismans the death talismans 

of the people who coveted the alchemy Guqi before? 

 

Xuanyunxi can't help but look at the fire like charm again. With this look, he saw several black marks of 

cause and effect reincarnation. 

 

In the vast years, how many people died here in order to refine the spirit, xuanyunxi couldn't help 

sighing. 

 

Yuwenji saw that the guardian was so stubborn, his eyes were cold, and his big hand turned into a dark 

dragon claw, which was killed by air blast. 

 



"I'm going to give you the most precious treasure. Why force me to do it?" 

 

The guardian hummed coldly and did not answer. The double chopping sword with a trace of light of law 

in his hand instantly held up yuwenji's Dragon claws. 

 

Boom! 

 

Thunder light everywhere, that pair of chopping sword is obviously not a mortal thing, under the 

tyranny of Yu Wenji's dragon claw, obviously not falling behind.Under the attack, yuwenji did not launch 

a second attack in succession, but just tentatively looked at the depth of the other side. 

 

"It's a pity that he only has a magic weapon and his strength is average." 

 

This judgment has also been recognized by xuanyunxi behind him. The move of lightning flint just now is 

not so much the guardian's quick reaction as the double chopping sword. 

 

This object is more powerful than some rules and artifact of heaven and man! 

 

What's more, the radiance of the sun and the moon on that pair of chopping swords was obviously 

hammered into every inch of the sword body one by one through a lot of tempering. 

 

Yuwen machine in the heart already matchless affirmation: "Gu Qi elder generation affirmation is 

inside!" 

 

Guardian see yuwenji no longer attack, also don't take the initiative to attack, but still resentful look to 

yuwenji, a pair of life and death of hate. 

 

"Ladies and gentlemen, I know that elder Gu Qi's life has been traced back to the source. This time I 

came here, I really had a big gift!" 

 

as soon as Yu Wenji's voice fell, his palm looked into the void, and a piece of shining scales appeared in 

his hands. 



 

The roar of the Dragon came, and the roaring sound of the Dragon pierced people's eardrums. 

 

The scale sends out the prestige, lets all the dark dragon temple strongmen almost all have to be unable 

to restrain the worship, this is the pure and firm dragon power. 

 

Although it is only a scale, but at this time, let everyone see the scene of thousands of dragons gathered. 

 

"This Is this the scale of the dragon The eyes of the strong in the hell Dragon Temple are almost 

bloodshot! 

 

Just because it was a legendary object, it was held in their hands by their little master. 

 

The value of the scales of ten thousand dragons lies in the fact that the toughest scales are torn off by 

ten thousand dragon people who have lived for more than ten thousand years. 

 

"It's the most precious thing in the Ming dragon temple. It's extremely tough and strong. It's very 

suitable to be tied to the blade. My father specially asked me to give it to alchemist Guqi, hoping to 

fulfill his long cherished wish of refining magic soldiers." 
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However, these guardians have been away from the world for many years, and they do not understand 

the value of the scales. 

 

Just when yuwenji had a kind of helplessness, an old voice suddenly rang up! 

 

"You, step back first!" 

 



Under the sound, the guardian retreated to the light array like a tide, and his double chopping swords 

turned into farming things again. 

 

Yuwen machine heart a joy! 

 

He knew that it must be Gu Qi's voice! 

 

For many years, since the ancient Seven Hermits opened their mouth, it must be their own scales that 

moved each other! 

 

This time, he Yuwen machine absolutely want to move Gu Qi master! 

 

And his dark dragon temple is bound to suppress a few big tiandian, and even countless forces in the 

heaven and man domain, and become a well deserved extraterritorial giant! 

 

"Master, I'm yuwenji from the hell dragon temple. At my father's order, I give you the scales of ten 

thousand dragons." 

 

"Ha ha..." 

 

That old voice, issued a hearty laughter, the value of the scales he naturally knows. 

 

"Please accept it." 

 

Yuwenji shows a flattering smile, obviously hoping to see Guqi. 

 

"In that case, come in." 

 

The blood red charm on the light array and the strong flame breath form an aperture for people to 

enter. 



 

Yuwenji is overjoyed, greets xuanyunxi, and plans to enter directly. 

 

Just then, the void tears! 

 

A indifferent figure came out of it! 

 

Ye Chen, of course! 

 

Ye Chen looks around and breathes out a breath, then smiles: 

 

"Oh? It's so busy here. " 

 

Ye Chen's voice sends out at this time, his figure next second already appears in front of the public. 

 

"Ye Chen! How dare you show up 

 

Yu text machine has already lifted up feet, at this time hear ye Chen's voice, the facial expression is icy 

cold of turn head, see to Ye Chen. 

 

For him, ye Chen came at the right time! 

 

This place is in the Xuanyi mountain range. Now his dark dragon temple has Xuanyi's help. This time, the 

two powerful sects in heaven and man make an alliance with each other to kill Ye Chen. It's like 

searching for something. 

 

"I thought you didn't dare come!" 

 

Yuwenji waved to many dark dragon strongmen, and had already put on a encirclement. 

 



"Leader Yunxi, I hope you can help me kill this son! This is a disaster 

 

Yuwenji's black air has swept all over his body. Looking at Ye Chen's expression, he is murderous. 

 

However, he didn't notice the head of xuanyimen beside him. His expression was strange to the 

extreme! 

 

Some excited, even some ecstatic! 

 

"Master?" 

 

At this moment, xuanyunxi's face is happy, completely without the cold of yuwenji. 

 

She thought she would never see Shifu again in her life, but she didn't expect to see Shifu again after a 

long time! 

 

Is Shifu here for her? 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at xuanyunxi, which is quite unexpected. When he learns that the last place is in 

the Xuanyi mountain range, he can't help feeling. 

 

It seems that the cause and effect between him and xuanyimen is not over. 

 

However, when he entered the Xuanyi mountain range, he didn't plan to find xuanyunxi. He didn't want 

xuanyunxi involved in it. 

 

Can ten thousand don't think of, Xuan Yun Xi still involved in come in! 

 

Ye Chen quite deep meaning of saw one eye Xuan Yun Xi, ordered to nod, afterward not slow of walk 

toward Xuan a door. 



 

At this moment, yuwenji is confused! Completely confused! At this time, he was struck by lightning, 

looking at the scene in front of him. Wasn't it Xuanyi who robbed Ye Chen's spirit animal Xiao Huang? 

 

What's going on now? 

 

Why did xuanyunxi call this master? Shouldn't there be a grudge between them? Or, from the beginning 

to the end, the ancestor of Xuanyi is Ye Chen's person! 

 

It's not just yuwenji that's petrified, but everyone in the hell Dragon Temple is also surprised. 

 

But Xuanhe looked respectfully at yechen, arched his hand and lowered his posture to the lowest level: 

"Mr. Ye, I didn't expect you to come!" 

 

Under the drive of Xuanhe's bowing, all the Xuanyi people on the scene follow Ye Chen to salute one 

after another. 

 

"Yuwenji! Are you going to do it to my master? " 

 

At the moment, xuanyunxi looked at yuwenji again, where there was the friendship between the semi 

alliance. 

 

It's all about killing! 

 

If xuanyunxi has any scale now, the master Ye Chen is her scale! 

 

Yu text machine frowned, at this time xuanyimen face to fight, let them ghost Dragon Temple instantly 

fell into passive. 

 

"Little Lord, it's important to refine the spirit." 

 



A dark dragon temple elder step forward, sighed, their purpose of this trip is the most important, can't 

because ye Chen destroyed the plan. 

 

"Good!" Yuwenji snorts and his anger burns, but his reason makes him restrain himself. He turns his 

head and wants to go into the place of Xinghu to find Lianshen Guqi first."Master, shall we stop them?" 

 

Xuanyunxi asked, in her opinion, the purpose of Ye Chen's trip is estimated to be the same as yuwenji's, 

they are all looking for refining spirit Guqi. 

 

The elders of xuanyimen also showed the appearance of rubbing their hands. After all, they were all the 

people who signed the slave contract. Ye Chen was the master of all of them. 

 

Even if they were to die, they could not resist! 

 

"He was invited?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at this doubtfully, just like the door that God refining Gu Qi opened for Yu Wenji. 

 

Xuanyunxi light gather in Ye Chen ear, will just happen, from beginning to end said again. 

 

Dragon scale? 

 

It seems that the taishanglian Protoss will also be moved by the treasures. 

 

Ye Chen Mou son a coagulate, thought of what, also don't flurried forward one step, Lang voice way: 

"younger generation Ye Chen, have something to ask to refine God elder generation." 

 

Yuwenji's eyes are full of evil light. When he hears Ye Chen's words, he is not in a hurry to enter the 

place of star lake. He wants to see how ye Chen wants to enter! 

 

"Oh?" 



 

Old voice sounded again, the blood red spell condensed into a pair of eyes, at this time from top to 

bottom carefully looking at Ye Chen. 

 

"Well? Is it reincarnation A sound instantly enters Ye Chen's sea of knowledge! 

 

Obviously, Gu Qi knew that the matter of blood was very important and didn't say it in front of 

everyone. 

 

Only through one eye, but also just an empty eye, refining God has seen Ye Chen's extraordinary blood 

power, visible terror! 

 

Moreover, Gu Qi was sure that the young man outside was not simple. He seemed to have many secrets 

hidden in him! It is also contaminated with the cause and effect of the world! 

 

Ye Chen was also shocked that the supreme alchemy was really extraordinary. Just a glance in the void, 

he could see his hidden reincarnation blood. It was reasonable that such a supernatural power could 

produce such a deity as Bingming ancient jade. Wei Ying was saved! 

 

"Interesting 

 

Without waiting for ye Chen to answer, Gu Qi's voice contains a smile, which has been sent out again. 

The reincarnation of cause and effect in the world, and the providence in the dark, make him seem to 

see the penetration of the supreme daughter in it. 
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It seems that there are many reasons for this, which makes Gu Qi, who is addicted to refining weapons, 

curious about the identity of this young man. 

 

"Master, I'm Ye Chen. I have something to ask for." 



 

There is no sacrifice treasure, there is no reverence, just a simple help. 

 

Ye Chen's magnanimous also let refine spirit ancient seven sideways eyes, hesitated a few seconds: 

"just, you and enter together." 

 

Now that they are both Gu Qi's chance, let's meet them together. 

 

Yuwenji was furious when he saw this. In order to enter the hell Dragon Temple, they sacrificed a 

treasure. Even if it was placed in the supreme world, it was also a rare treasure. 

 

Why can this heaven and earth also enter the place of star lake like him! 

 

Ye Chen seems to see through the state of mind of Yu Wenji, coldly pick pick eyebrows, look still 

indifferent. 

 

…… 

 

In the land of star lake, the shimmering surface of the lake appears waves under the breeze. 

 

In an extremely simple thatched cottage, the fire was shining all over the sky, and the sound of metal 

collision was heard. 

 

It's the simplest and most primitive way to refine weapons. 

 

The road is so simple! 

 

A rugged man with his upper body and animal skin hanging on his chest, his hair curled high, was 

concentrating on tempering the magic weapon in front of him. 

 



"Senior Guqi, junior yuwenji, meet you." 

 

This is the real Taishang power. Yuwenji didn't dare to be disrespectful, so he immediately saluted. 

 

"Young Ye Chen! I've seen you before 

 

Ye Chen also bowed himself. After him, all the people of xuanyimen bowed down to salute. 

 

"It's a chance for you and me to come here at the same time today, but I'm old and I'm no longer 

obsessed with the land of tempering and the affairs of the world. I can only agree with one of you." 

 

Gu Qitou didn't lift his head, and he didn't even mention Wanlong's scales. Simply speaking, he put Ye 

Chen and Yu Wenji on the opposite side. 

 

In fact, they are the opposite. 

 

Although Yu Wenji is not happy in his heart, he dare not disobey Gu Qi, so he can only agree to it. 

 

Ye Chen nodded casually. In his opinion, yuwenji may be powerful, but he is obviously not his opponent. 

Moreover, for Wei Ying's sake, he is also a potential winner. 

 

"In that case, let's see which of you has a good chance with me." 

 

The hammer in Gu Qi's hand swung high and hit them. 

 

Xuanyunxi's expression changed, almost at the same time, under the power of such monstrous, 

Xuantian Heart Sutra had been floating in front of her. 

 

But ye Chen and Yu Wen machine, but disappeared in situ. 

 



…… 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes, slightly stunned. 

 

I don't know where I am now! 

 

Gu Qi's strength is far beyond his imagination! 

 

What is this place? 

 

Ye Chen looked at the strange mountain in front of him. What he saw in his eyes was that the strange 

mountain was surrounded by the smell of ash, like a layer of mist shrouded in the whole mountain, 

which made people's eyes unable to see through. 

 

Ye Chen's hand also at the same time, appeared a cowhide map. 

 

There is a mountain peak and a strange red line on it. According to the guide of the map, he should be 

on the nameless slope in the west of the map. Following the guide road, he can reach a strange building. 

 

What about Yuwen machine? 

 

Ye Chen glances around. He speculates that at this time he and Yu Wenji should be involved by Gu Qi at 

the same time. But if he guesses correctly, eventually they will meet in the strange building. 

 

After pondering carefully, ye Chen finally decided to follow the route on the cowhide map. 

 

In less than half an hour, ye Chen was getting closer to the building, but the strange thing was that the 

mountain road was quiet and there was no movement. Ye Chen kicked a piece of gravel at his feet, 

pretending to be inadvertently kicking in the direction that deviated from the route. 

 

Strange things happened, the gravel disappeared! 



 

The stone disappeared out of thin air. It seems that this is the only way to get into the building. 

 

Is this the test of our predecessors? 

 

Don't know how long passed, the footstep of leaf Chen finally stops. 

 

"Alchemy cave." 

 

Three big characters appear on the gate. Is this the birthplace of Lian Protoss? 

 

Ye Chen pushed the gate, but there was no change. 

 

"This is the first test. Find me!" 

 

An old voice came from all directions, and then the door of the alchemy cave opened slowly. 

 

A huge palace appeared in front of him. The palace was in cash yellow, just like a temple falling from the 

sky. If there was a boundless light around the hall, two magnificent beasts would squat at the gate of the 

palace. 

 

"Ouch!"A roaring sound rings out, a monster has rushed out from behind the beast, and wants to put Ye 

Chen to the ground. 

 

Ye Chensha's sword is flying, and his soul is transformed. The power of destruction has been enveloped, 

and the monster is directly split in two. 

 

The whole hall, without any secret door, also without any mechanism, so there is no cover in Ye Chen. 

 

Similarly, no one is interested. How can Guqi exist in this hall? 



 

Yu Wenji, who is just a wall away from ye Chen, is facing the same situation as him. How could the little 

monster in the palace be his opponent? Under the dragon claw, the monster has turned into a blood 

fog. 

 

The whole palace was shrouded in golden light, and no trace of Guqi was found. 

 

Sitting on his knees, ye Chen uses his divine sense to communicate with every object in the hall, the 

visible golden mist, the divine beast, and the stone pillar 

 

…… 

 

However, everything that happened here formed a light curtain, which let xuanyunxi and others of the 

outside world have a panoramic view. 

 

"Headmaster, where is elder Guqi?" Although the elder of xuanyimen could see everything clearly, he 

could not find the existence of Guqi. 

 

Xuanyunxi frowned. At this level, it seems that what the predecessors want to test is the power of 

understanding the sea and observing. 

 

She guessed: "as a refined Protoss, it is natural to have the power of transcendent observation and 

treasure appraisal. Therefore, this topic is not so much that the elder Gu Qi asked the master to find 

himself, as it is to let the master find the rarest treasure in the palace, the treasure most suitable for 

casting weapons." 

 

The elder of the Xuanyi sect nodded repeatedly, but the leader was very knowledgeable. Moreover, the 

hall was very empty, and there were few treasures. 

 

The dark dragon was at a loss. At this time, under the guidance of Xuan Yunxi, he suddenly realized that 

he wanted his young master to find the truth of the test as soon as possible. 

 



Gu Qi hears xuanyunxi's words, and then looks up at her. The girl has good eyesight, but she has been 

selected by the heavenly daughter and has the Xuantian Heart Sutra. Otherwise, she can consider 

making an exception to accept the apprentice. 

 

"Master, I don't know if the guess is accurate?" 

 

Xuanyunxi see Gu Qi look over, quickly bow to ask. 
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"Well..." 

 

Gu Qi nodded: "you are young, but you have extraordinary knowledge." 

 

"Thank you for your praise." 

 

Xuanyunxi finished, then focused on looking at Ye Chen in the light curtain. 

 

As time goes by, yuwenji becomes more and more irritable. He takes the form of a dragon several times, 

shuttling through the palace, even showing the meaning of destroying the articles in the palace. 

 

But ye Chen always keeps the posture of kneeling, soul body transformation, soul power release to the 

extreme, truly communicate all things in this hall. 

 

At this time, the corner of Ye Chen's mouth raised a smile of self-confidence. Among the numerous 

objects, he finally found what he was looking for. 

 

"Found it." 

 



"Master, I will give you back!" 

 

This seemingly strange words suddenly blurted out from ye Chen's mouth! 

 

Then an invisible hand wrapped the monster's body, which was split in two by Ye Chen, and floated 

slowly. 

 

"The body?" 

 

Everyone is greatly surprised, see to Ye Chen's vision is full of doubt. 

 

Gu Qi has a bright smile! 

 

"Good! It's a pass! Ye Chensheng 

 

This may be the most neglected thing, but it's the key to break the situation. Ye Chen didn't take the 

monster corpse into consideration, but in such an empty palace, why put such a weak monster guard. 

 

And what is it guarding? 

 

Or, it is guarded. 

 

Think through this point, naturally found a solution to this pass. 

 

Yuwen machine heard ye Chensheng, face cold to the extreme, eyes almost burst out of flame. 

 

At the same time, the original golden palace has disappeared, leaving only a long passage. The entrance 

of the passage is a very high copper door, and there are rows of huge stone pillars on the left and right 

of the palace, which are always connected with the top of the head. 

 



The heavy bronze door was pushed open in the creaking. 

 

A dark and deep passage, about 20 feet wide and high, extends forward, emitting endless fear in the 

dark. 

 

For ye Chen, who has the dark source symbol, the darkness is just like nothing. He can clearly see the 

relief on both sides. They are huge relief pictures engraved with unheard of monsters, spirit birds, sea 

animals and river demons. They fight against each other on the glacier, lake and sea, and the void. 

 

Are these the existence of the supreme world? 

 

At the same time, ye Chen's eyes noticed a ten meter tall purple stone statue with a treasure gourd 

hanging on his chest and a big knife standing in front of him, just like a god of war. 

 

There is no hint or requirement for this level. 

 

Although Ye Chen's heart is puzzled, he doesn't over tangle. He carefully observes the purple stone 

statue, and the passage stops abruptly. There is no way forward. 

 

Yuwenji found that there was no way forward, but in a very fierce and only rough way, forced to 

bombard the purple stone statue. 

 

The dragon's breath rolled the endless waves and soon smashed the stone statue, revealing a gorgeous 

door behind it. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

at this moment, the hearts of all the strong men in the hell Dragon Temple raised their voices. Before 

they could cheer for their young master, they suddenly roared, and several huge fireballs came out of 

the wall and bombarded yuwenji. 

 

It is obvious that the narrow passage is actually hidden in the wall. 



 

"Boom!" 

 

The powerful force exploded in the cave, shaking the earth and mountains for a while, and the powerful 

force formed a hurricane. 

 

"Be careful, young master!" 

 

All the people in the hell Dragon Temple yelled, as if yuwenji could hear it. 

 

At this time, a huge pit was exposed under the bluestone slab. 

 

Yuwen machine just feel at the foot of an empty, immediately incarnate dragon shape, occupy in the air 

above. 

 

With a playful expression, he looked at the ring after ring of mechanisms. Such a simple setup can make 

the little master of the dark dragon temple fall into it? 

 

Then yuwenji swept out, directly opened the door behind the stone statue, and entered the palace 

hidden behind. 

 

"What's this?" 

 

Yuwenji almost can't believe his eyes. There are neat wooden frames in the palace, on which all kinds of 

magic soldiers are stored! 

 

A magic weapon is also a magic weapon! 

 

All the treasures, elixirs, herbs, magic weapons are here! 

 



At this moment, greedy eyes are full of yuwenji's eyes! 

 

Who can see this without greed? 

 

No matter how rich the family background is, it is not worth mentioning in front of the treasures in this 

palace. 

 

"The second level is reward." 

 

Gu Qi's voice rings again, making Yu Wenji nervous to the extreme. 

 

At this time, ye Chen just entered the palace. He didn't choose the treasure as yuwenji did. Instead, he 

carefully examined all the display and display of the palace.If it's a reward, of course, we should choose 

the best one. 

 

At this time, ye Chen found that there was a raised circular pattern on the wooden frame. 

 

Ye Chen stretched out his hand to touch, and slowly twisted. 

 

"Click!" 

 

One of the walls of the palace made a roaring sound, and then a golden round cover appeared, in which 

was a simple hammer. 

 

The little hammer has a silver luster all over its body, and it has a brilliant power. 

 

Isn't this a magic weapon for refining ancient Qi? 

 

What does Ye Chen think? How does this hammer look like an object for tempering utensils. 

 



"Boss, is this a test? Why reward? " 

 

Xuanyunxi mouth with a smile, obviously this game should be ye Chensheng, Lianshen Guqi's topic 

request has not finished, yuwenji and ye Chen are to ask for help, how can you need a reward, this is 

clearly Guqi want them to give their choice reward. 

 

Those scattered materials, compared with this practical tool, ye Chen won. 

 

In the end, the treasure they chose became invisible under a divine light. 

 

Gu Qi did not say who was the winner of this level, but directly pushed them to the third level. 

 

"The third level is the game of life and death." 

 

Yu text machine and leaf Chen look at each other, originally is also not dead endlessly of situation, at 

this time meet, but is to add a little color. 

 

"If you are defeated, you can give up and I will protect your lives." 

 

When they looked at the two people who met in the narrow road, they were worried. 

 

Xuanyunxi knows that with Ye Chen's character, even if he died in battle, he would never admit defeat. 

 

"Ye Chen, you and I are going to win or lose today and decide life and death!" 

 

Yuwenji's eyes are cold, and his big hands turn into lacquer black dragon claws. He kills Ye Chen by air 

explosion. 

 

Dragon claw tearing, law bursting, airflow rotation, countless terrible black holes spread out, as if to 

devour the sun and moon in general! 



 

And in that black hole, there are countless white holes. The distortion of lines between black and white 

turns into a picture of chaotic Tai Chi. 
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Yuwenji's dragon claw strike directly reveals his own rules, and the mysterious breath of Taiji's rules 

envelops it, making it appear to be very powerful. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen's whole person is shrouded in Yuwen machine's killing, as if the next moment, will be 

torn by Yuwen machine's dragon claw. 

 

As soon as ye Chen's pupil shrinks, he sees a dragon claw cutting like a ripple. Once it is killed by these 

serrations, even if ye Chen's vitality and body are amazing, it will be cut into pieces instantly, and there 

will be no possibility of recovery. 

 

In order to kill Ye Chen, Yuwen machine obviously does not intend to leave room! 

 

"Eight parts of the Fu Tu Qi! Go 

 

At the critical moment, ye Chen's body is full of brilliance, and layers of Buddha light explode, 

condensing into a towering Buddha pagoda, surrounded by all kinds of dragons roaring, to resist the 

killing of yuwenji's Dragon claws. 

 

In one millionth of an instant, yuwenji made a proud voice, and the Dragon claws swept across the 

world again. With a click, ye Chen's pagoda was cut to pieces, and countless golden lights scattered out. 

The desolate chant of Buddha's death sounded in the void! 

 

Yuwenji's accomplishments have broken through again. It's very different from the last fight! 

 

This may be proud of the decline of the way of heaven! 



 

"Hum!" 

 

Yuwenji's scales are like a sharp blade ready to go, rising high and roaring, how overbearing resounding 

throughout the world! 

 

The dark breath of eternal night is full of the power of thunder and the roaring sound. On the huge body 

of the dragon, it exudes the prestige of overlooking all things. 

 

"Dragon chop!" 

 

Light blade flow, light wave rotation, light everywhere! 

 

A handle a handle of the blade, a layer of cover out, this moment, all the scales are called, at the same 

time burst out, with extremely strong speed, stab Ye Chen in all directions. 

 

As soon as ye Chen's eyes coagulated, he immediately opened the supernatural evil body, and layers of 

evil lines appeared on his skin. The whole person's momentum became extremely fierce and ferocious, 

like a scabbard magic sword, trying to pierce the sky. 

 

At the same time, on Ye Chen's body with magical patterns, a strange pattern appeared, which gradually 

spread on his body, and the mysterious body turned into a magical power! 

 

First, the spirit power is transformed into power, and then the soul body is transformed! 

 

Turn strength into soul power! 

 

For a moment, the power of Ye Chen's spirit reached a level of incomparable terror. In an instant, he 

fully understood the weakness of Yu Wenji's attack! 

 

A faint smile appeared in the corner of his mouth, and the light of the sword was rippling on the shajian 

in his hand! 



 

On the Sha sword, there was a strange, frightening and fluctuating flame! 

 

That infinite soul power, poured into the long sword, the moon soul cut, burst out! 

 

Moon soul chopping is a skill of soul martial arts. It combines the skill of soul power and transforms the 

soul power that can only cause damage to the spirit into an anti heaven skill that can cause damage to 

the entity! 

 

And at the moment, the moon soul chop that ye Chen's surging soul power exerts is enough to make the 

world turn pale! 

 

In a flash, the sword meaning and Yu Wenji collided with each other! 

 

But, this is not enough, ye Chen even used a trace of six ways of reincarnation, behind which emerged 

the virtual shadow of the reincarnation disk, the magnificent six breath, converged on his Sha sword, 

forming a dark and chaotic mist, full of terrible energy! 

 

This blow is just to try the limit of Yuwen machine. If he fails, he will burn the blood of Xuanyao spirit! 

 

"Enough..." 

 

Alchemy ancient seven that huge palm, but suddenly appeared in front of two people, will Yuwen 

machine all cover down, hard resist Ye Chen's attack. 

 

After all, this is the world of refining God himself, and the damage to him is limited. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't talk nonsense either, directly took back the offensive, quietly standing in the same 

place, looking at the expression of Yu Wenji, but it is a pair of indifference. 

 

Yuwenji's original dignified expression is still fixed on his face. Just now, almost, he will die in yechen's 

hand. The breath of dying makes him scared at the moment. 



 

He never thought that ye Chen was so strong! 

 

Once Ye Chen was like a mole ant in his eyes. Why did he become like this now! 

 

Is there such a monster in the world? 

 

There's a reason why the alchemy is stopped. After all, the hell dragon temple has something to do with 

the wanxu temple. As a alchemy family in the supreme world, Guqi naturally knows it. Because of this, 

he can't let yuwenji die under his own eyes. 

 

"The trial is over, ye Chen, please stay." 

 

Two people have already returned to the original place, just everything, as if just a dream, and Gu Qi at 

this time has also put down the hammer, toward two people said. 

 

"Master! I, the dark dragon, would like to offer the scales of ten thousand dragons 

 

Yu text machine does not give up the heart of say, originally potential in must get of appearance, at this 

time some ferocious ugly. 

 

"It's all agreed before, trial and screening. Are you going to turn back now?" 

 

Gu Qi was a little sulky. He didn't expect that the people in the hell dragon temple could not afford to 

lose so much."Master, I have inherited a lot from the hell Dragon Temple, and I will certainly help you 

achieve your wish." 

 

Yu Wenji's reluctance to give up made Gu Qi very tired. He said faintly, "I'm going to save your life. It's 

because of the relationship between you and me. Don't be stubborn! Go away 

 

The dark dragon temple never thought that Gu Qi's face changed so quickly. He was moved by the scales 

of the ten thousand dragon before, but he was angry. 



 

The temper of this Alchemist is really elusive. 

 

Yu text machine see no half cent turn round the leeway, complexion is more gloomy and terrible of see 

to leaf Chen. 

 

Ye Chen shows a sneer, this repeatedly to Luo Er hand of person, he doesn't mind to give him haze 

mood, and then send some anger. 

 

"It's just ten thousand dragon scales. I want to shout in front of me. It's really a small school. I can't get 

on the stage." 

 

Gu Qi hums coldly, but ye Chen doesn't agree. The hell dragon temple can be counted in the whole 

heaven and human realm. Even if it is placed in the supreme world, it is not a small sect in the ancient 

Qi's mouth. 

 

After Yu Wenji leaves with the people in the hell Dragon Temple, Gu Qi looks at Ye Chen and says, "Why 

are you here this time? It has been a long time since no one dares to disturb me. " 

 

"Master! I'm here to ask for your help. " 

 

Ye Chen doesn't have time to make friends with Gu Qi. At this time, Wei Ying is still in hot water. He 

needs to ask Gu Qi's help as soon as possible to take out the Bingming jade for Wei Ying. 

 

"Oh?" Gu Qi pondered, "it must not be a simple matter. Let me help you, but let's be specific first." 

 

Ye Chen stepped forward and explained: "master, I have a friend who swallowed the ancient Bingming 

jade made by you. She can't suppress it at this time and is gradually eroded by the ancient jade. Please 

take out the ancient jade for her." 
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"Bingming ancient jade?" 

 

GU Qi frowned, his expression was strange, and someone in the heaven and man domain was bold 

enough to swallow this jade. 

 

Seeing Gu Qi's expression, ye Chen's heart is tight again. It shouldn't be made by him. 

 

"At this time, she is already cold and in danger. Please help me!" 

 

Ye Chen says earnestly again, this is his only chance. 

 

"Do you know why I refuse Wanlong scales so decisively?" 

 

To the surprise of Ye Chen and Xuan, Gu Qi asked a completely unimportant question. 

 

"Because yuwenji failed in the trial." 

 

Xuanyunxi said, she has a premonition, if let Ye Chen to answer, the answer will not be this. 

 

"Because of me." 

 

After pondering for a moment, ye Chen still said that there was a reason for Gu Qi to break his blood at 

the beginning, and then let him go all the way, even when he killed Yu Wenji. 

 

"Oh? You're smart. " 

 

Gu Qi did not rush to agree to Ye Chen's request, but sighed, and then asked: 

 



"do you know why I left the supreme world and lived in seclusion forever?" 

 

"It's said that you want to build a magic weapon comparable to the sky sword." 

 

"This, do you believe?" Gu Qi laughs and asks Ye Chen. 

 

If ye Chen believed it before, then after the second level of reward, the treasures of the palace, even if it 

was a collection of the whole heaven and man, could not make up one tenth of the value. 

 

The heaven and man Kingdom really has no attraction for the taishanglian Protoss. 

 

"Maybe you didn't take the initiative to leave heaven and man." 

 

Ye Chen is quite cautious to say, he so conjecture is actually have a few rash. 

 

"You are really different. No wonder the heavenly daughter will choose you." 

 

In a word, ye Chen's whole heart is like falling into the ice cellar, and she is also the goddess of heaven, 

so all this is not only the layout of the reincarnation Lord, but also the layout of the goddess of heaven. 

 

"Look at your face, you already know something." 

 

Ye Chen's expression did not escape Gu Qi's prying, and found a trace of hidden dissatisfaction and 

unwilling. 

 

After listening, ye Chen nods and doesn't speak any more. He just looks at Gu Qi quietly. He knows he 

guesses right. 

 

"Come with me, boy." 

 



The two figures seem to reach a consensus and move slowly in one direction. 

 

Xuanyunxi looks at the body of yechen and Guqi, indicating that all the xuanyimen have a rest and wait 

for yechen to return. 

 

…… 

 

After a few breath, ye Chen and Gu Qi stop one after another. 

 

At the moment, they are already in a paradise. 

 

No one but them. 

 

"At that time, I was not the most outstanding disciple in the cultivation of the protoss, but I was the 

most diligent disciple. I think you have got a divine object that I worked hard to study." 

 

"What?" 

 

Ye Chen doubts that there are many magic weapons on him now. Naturally, he doesn't know which one 

comes from this great God. 

 

"The seed of the wild devil's sword." Gu Qi spoke slowly. 

 

This words a, the facial expression of leaf Chen almost solidifies! 

 

It turns out that the seed of the wild devil's sword was cultivated by Guqi. Ye Chen was also very puzzled 

at the beginning. What is the most powerful power that can condense the power of the wild devil's 

sword into a weak seed. Unexpectedly, it turned out to be Guqi! 

 

"At that time, the heavenly daughter came to me and asked me to refine the demon sword. In order to 

avoid Hong Tianjing's eyes and ears, I was forced to exile in heaven and man. The world says that I want 



to build a magic weapon comparable to Tianjian, but I don't know. In fact, I'm doing the opposite, 

turning Tianjian into a young breed and re cultivating it. " 

 

Ye Chen's mind unconsciously enters the picture of the yellow spring. At this time, the wild demon 

sword has changed a little. 

 

"As you said, do you have to go back to the world all your life?" 

 

Ye Chen's words, let Gu Qi into meditation, the vast years have passed, he has already been used to such 

a life. 

 

"Maybe, cause and effect are predestined." 

 

"Master, since you and I have a long history, please save my friend." 

 

No matter whether he is in the middle of the game or not, the most important thing for ye Chen is to 

save Wei Ying. 

 

"Since you have begged me three or four times, if you promise me a condition, I can consider saving 

people." 

 

Gu Qi showed a smile of sophistication, as if to Tell ye Chen that this condition is not easy to achieve. 

 

"I will!" 

 

Ye Chen says without hesitation, for him, even if it is to pay his own flesh and blood, he is not 

ambiguous. 

 

"Well, bring the woman." 

 



Gu Qi finish saying, finger pinches Jue, unexpectedly already leaf Chen and Xuan a person, transferred to 

light array outside!…… 

 

Outside the light array. 

 

"Yunxi, how can your accomplishments compare with before? Even tainted with the smell of Taishang? " 

 

At this time, ye Chen has time to talk to xuanyunxi: "but I guess it must have something to do with what 

your grandfather left behind. Under your leadership, Xuanyi will not lose the power of that year. " 

 

Xuanyunxi heart know ye Chen has more important things to do, also don't disturb, stretch out a hand 

suddenly hugged Ye Chen. 

 

A trace of warmth envelops the whole body. 

 

Ye Chen has some accidents. 

 

Xuanyunxi looking at yechen, with a very gentle voice said: "master, thank you." 

 

Finish saying, she then doesn't wait for ye Chen to reply, shame red face took a crowd to return to Xuan 

a door. 

 

Ye Chen looks at xuanyunxi's back and doesn't think about it any more. Now Wei Ying's affair is the key. 

In a flash, it disappears in the same place. 

 

…… 

 

An hour later, ye Chen has brought Wei Ying to the place of Xinghu. 

 



Su Mohan is worried that too much cause and effect will affect Gu Qi's diagnosis and treatment of Wei 

Ying. She is willing to stay in place and wait for news. For her, ye Chen has done more than she 

imagined. Naturally, she is very relieved to give Wei Ying to Ye Chen. 

 

"How are you, master?" 

 

Ye Chen nervously gazes at Gu Qi's manner. At this time, Wei Ying is colder and colder than when she 

saw her before, and her sober moment is less and less. 

 

Gu Qi's face became more and more dignified, and finally he spoke slowly. 

 

"This ancient jade is really from my alchemy family, and it has something to do with me. However, it was 

not made by me, but by my ancestors." 

 

This words a, leaf Chen is to worry unceasingly, anxiously hold Wei Ying's slender palm. 

 

"Master, can you cure her?" 

 

Ye Chen's voice can't help hanging a trace of anxiety, let his whole person almost shudder, this never 

afraid man, at this time even some afraid to hear Gu Qi said can't. 

 

"When the ancestors built this treasure, they were in turmoil in the ice field, and countless rare and 

exotic animals died on the spot. Then they took shape and put them into refining, because this thing 

itself was extremely cold, and it was contaminated with too many killing causes and effects in the 

supreme world. Finally, I brought it to heaven and man." 
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Gu Qi slowly recalled: "at that time, it was not I who lost this ancient jade, but it left intentionally. I 

thought, maybe from that time on, it already had consciousness." 

 



Ye Chen nods, which is the same as Su's and Ren's conjecture. 

 

Gu Qi hesitated for a few seconds and continued: "the difficulty of treatment is beyond my ability." 

 

In refining magic weapons, he thinks that heaven and man are invincible, but he has to be honest to 

practice magic power alone. 

 

"If I'm needed, I'll do my best." 

 

Ye Chen said, as long as there is a way, even if it is to do his best, he will not hesitate. 

 

"Ah." Gu Qi sighed heavily. This is really the cause and effect of the previous life. Today's news, the 

treasure refined by the ancestors, will eventually be paid by the grandchildren. 

 

"Ye Chen, you should be psychologically prepared. Even if I try my best to cure her, this time it will be 

more difficult than ever. If this woman has a chance, she can not only be eradicated, but also her blood 

will change, and her accomplishments will rise. If not, even if the supreme daughter comes, it will be 

difficult to cure her." 

 

If there is no chance, not only she but also I will die. 

 

Gu Qi takes a look at Ye Chen, but he doesn't say it. Since he has agreed to treat him, and ye Chen has 

also agreed to his conditions, the price he should pay is what he should pay. 

 

Ye Chen worried looking at Wei Ying painful appearance, asked: "elder, when do we start treatment?" 

 

Gu Qi pinches to point to a calculate, "cure her to need to start from Yang day Yang time, tomorrow 

noon time." 

 

Gu Qi then took out a piece of gauze clothes: "this thing has the function of keeping out the cold, you 

should put it on for her." 

 



After leaving the warm jade, Wei Ying's body trembles even more. The strong frost breath can't feel the 

slightest warmth even by the smelting furnace of Guqi. 

 

…… 

 

The next day. 

 

In the huge stone furnace, it was infiltrated by countless magma, and under the burning of the real fire, 

it radiated the magical brilliance. 

 

One by one, the inscriptions are so dense that they outline the most mysterious rules. 

 

In this stone furnace, it is so shocking that people's soul throbs at a glance. 

 

In the center of the numerous magma, there is an extremely huge jade, simple atmosphere, emitting a 

vast heavy atmosphere. 

 

On the jade, there are also a lot of runes carved, just like ferocious faces. It's terrible just to see them. 

 

Ye Chen never thought that on this day of the sun, Gu Qi's choice of treatment site was so strange and 

terrifying. 

 

Gu Qi's expression at this time is far more dignified than that of yesterday. He built this strange stone 

furnace overnight because he did not have enough assurance to complete the treatment of Wei Ying, so 

he had to rely on the supreme array. 

 

Wei Ying is placed on the jade by Ye Chen. Under the burning of the blazing fire, Wei Ying's whole body 

is still cold. The ice marks like velvet gradually climb on her face. 

 

"Ying..." 

 



Almost the moment Ye Chen put her down, Wei Ying made an uncontrollable sound, as if something in 

her body had been stimulated, convulsed, curled up, and exhaled in pain. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Gu Qi with some doubts, but finds that the other party seems to be very satisfied with 

such a situation. He simply greets Ye Chen to sit down across from him. 

 

"I've arranged the taishangshi ghost array for the final exchange. If there is any accident in the process, 

the ghost array will protect you." 

 

Gu Qi Shen Sheng said that he spent his whole life refining the magic weapon, but he had not 

encountered such a great disaster because of rescuing anyone. 

 

This is his cause and effect, but in any case, he can't destroy the plan of the heavenly daughter, even if 

he pays his own life, he should protect Ye Chen's life. 

 

Ye Chen obviously hears Gu Qi's overtones. He did not expect that it was so difficult to save Wei Ying. Gu 

Qi had no way to protect himself. 

 

Ye Chenxin has feeling, a word a way: "elder, as long as I live, before promised you conditions will do." 

 

This is an exchange. Since Gu Qi has put the lives of Ye Chen and Wei Ying in front of him, it shows how 

important the promise Gu Qi and ye Chen want is to him. 

 

Gu Qi nodded, cause and effect cycle, fortune may have been established. 

 

A bright light shines on Wei Ying. 

 

"Top grade Yuquan, huizhonggu, guanwuquan." 

 

"The top grade grass department, the top grade wheat gate, the middle grade." 

 



"Top grade wood department, go dry contract, swim huaipi." 

 

Behind Gu Qi's figure, there is a huge hammer, emitting the dark light of ancient black iron. 

 

Ye Chen used all the divine pulse and reincarnation stele in his body! 

 

Reincarnation blood has also been greatly opened, and the power of blood is flowing towards the jade 

platform. 

 

This is one of the reasons why Gu Qi needs Ye Chen's help! 

 

Without Ye Chen's blood power, even Gu Qi alone would not be able to save Wei Ying! 

 

Dang!The huge hammer, in the void, beat Wei Ying with no soft hand. 

 

Ye Chen is surprised, but doesn't move. Since he believes that Gu Qi can rescue Wei Ying, he should 

believe anything Gu Qi does. 

 

Bang! 

 

At this time, Wei Ying, like a piece of black iron, under the impact of the hammer, made a sound that 

almost shook the whole sky. 

 

Dangdangdang! 

 

Three more hammers. 

 

This time, Wei Ying's body was originally covered by frost. At this time, the frost that wrapped her 

cracked countless cracks. 

 



"Shangpin human resources department, look at the hairline, find the middle line." 

 

"Top 100 trillion, go keel, explore soul head." 

 

"Top grade fruit Department, look at flax, you Shihuang." 

 

Driven by this mantra, Gu Qi's huge Xuan hammer was divided into two parts, and then changed into 

two parts, four parts and eight parts Finally, it turned into 64 hammers. 

 

Brush, brush! 

 

With dark dark light, the awn of each small hammer exudes a hot smell like a flame. 

 

Ye Chen's blood power enveloped the small hammer with extremely fast speed. 

 

The power of blood reincarnation, on the black iron, flows out the vague feeling of blood red fog yarn. 

 

Wei Ying's body, but at this time, from the cracks, suddenly burst out of a silver white breath of ice. 

 

This huge breath of ice is like bringing the whole furnace to the world of ice. The temperature drops 

suddenly. The original boiling hot magma turns into a frozen state at this moment. 

 

"Well? Someone's trying to break my control? " A cold woman's voice suddenly rang out! 

 

Sixty four little hammers, wrapped by the very cold breath, were covered with a layer of frost by the 

original power of blazing fire. 

 

At this time, Wei Ying opened her eyes, red lips moved and said such a word. 

 


